Lista International Corporation introduces the Lista Storage Wall® System, a flexible storage system that combines modular drawers, shelves and roll-out trays. The Storage Wall System provides high cubic density storage and can utilize all available ceiling height. Available in two different depths, this unique storage solution is suitable for any application where floor space is at a premium. The drawers and trays each hold up to 440 pounds. Wide span beams, designed for large bulk items, hold up to 1,500 pounds and are available with a variety of deckings, including steel, wire, and plywood. For more information call 800-722-3020.

Campbell Hausfeld, manufacturer of airless and HVLP paint sprayers, has launched a new airless unit available exclusively to Lowe’s Home Improvement for their commercial business customers, the 1 HP PS271D. With a high output of .44 gallons per minute at 2,000 PSI, the PS271D easily sprays coatings such as stains and varnishes; oil-based, latex and heavy-duty aluminum paints; enamels and high-performance wall primers. This unit specifically addresses the needs of facilities managers and property managers alike. The sprayer is covered by a five-year limited warranty, and carries a lifetime warranty on the motor as well as the diaphragm. Visit www.chpower.com for more information.

Eaton Corporation presents the Cutler-Hammer® brand Quick-Connect Double-Throw safety switch, providing a safe and efficient way to connect mobile generators or portable equipment rated from 30 to 800 amps to a facility’s electrical system. Power reliability has become a critical issue in the wake of devastating natural disasters, long-term blackouts and power interruptions. Most users resort to connection methods that can result in unsafe installations and damaged equipment because they need to connect generators and large portable equipment to electrical systems. The Quick-Connect Double-Throw safety switch provides a low cost, reliable connection point to maintain uptime and conserve perishable inventory. Go to www.eaton.com for additional information.

DEWALT announced the introduction of its heavy-duty 5.5 HP, 10.5-gallon, gas wheeled portable compressor (D55273). This new compressor is a powerhouse of features all developed to provide end users with increased levels of performance, durability and ease of use. The D55273 offers a new pump with increased air delivery and maximum pressure, allowing more users to work from the same compressor. Additionally, a unique cooling system extends pump life and an innovative roll cage/tank/handle design and two non-flat tires gives the unit rugged protection and improved mobility on the jobsite. For additional details visit www.dewalt.com.

Hobart Brothers’ introduces its new Tri-Mark TM-101 gas-shielded flux cored wire, designed for A514, A710 and similar HSLA and Q&T steels. Heavy equipment manufacturers now have a new option for welding high strength steel. The TM-101 offers a combination of exceptionally low temperature impact toughness, along with tensile strengths in the 105,000-115,000 psi range. The TM-101 is available in .045- and 1/16-in. diameters and features a smooth and stable arc, low spatter and a flat bead profile. For more information call 800-424-1543.

John Deere announces the electric-powered Gator™ TE utility vehicle. Featuring 4-ply high-performance tires for longer wear on hard surfaces while continuing to provide low ground pressure to help prevent ground compaction. Ideal for turf care managers, the TE Gator features an expanded operator station with comfort features, an anti-rollback function, overspeed, roll-away control for safety, dynamic braking and speed control. Attachments for the TE Gator include a power lift, rear hitch, rear receiver hitch, utility carts and trailers, ball hitch, hitch drawbar, horn, brush and splash guards, bumpers, windscreen, bed liner, cargo box mat, vehicle cover and seat covers. Visit www.johndeere.com for details.